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Research Summary: Prior research suggests that large incumbents

will become victims of disruptive technological change. We inves-

tigate the image sensor industry in which the emergence of CMOS

sensors challenged the manufacturers of CCD sensors. Although

this disruptive technological change led to the demise of CCD

technology, it also led to avianization—or strategic renewal—for

some incumbents, similar to how some dinosaurs survived the

mass Cretaceous-Tertiary extinction by evolving into birds. We

find that CCD manufacturers that did avianize were preadapted to

the disruptive CMOS technology in that they possessed relevant

complementary technologies and access to in-house users that

allowed them to strategically renew themselves.

Managerial Summary: We investigate the transition from CCD to

CMOS image sensors in the digital image sensor industry.

Although the emergence of CMOS sensors was disruptive to CCD

sensors, we find that CCD sensor manufacturers such as Sony and

Sharp successfully transitioned to manufacturing CMOS sensors.

Contrary to popular press and prior academic research characteriz-

ing disruptive change as being a source of failure for large firms,

our research reveals that firms that possess relevant complemen-

tary technologies and have access to in-house users are able to

strategically renew themselves in the face of a disruptive threat.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

One of the “truisms” (Taylor & Helfat, 2009) in the innovation literature is that incumbent firms struggle during radi-

cal technological changes. Researchers have noted that such changes often lead to the emergence of new product
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markets with novel product performance features (Tushman & Anderson, 1986). Prior research underscores that

preexisting competencies (Henderson & Clark, 1990), inability to master new capabilities (Dosi, 1982; Tushman &

Anderson, 1986), managerial beliefs (Benner & Tripsas, 2012), and firm incentives (Christensen, 1997) create inertia

for incumbents.

Literature, however, also provides evidence contrary to this dismal prediction for incumbent firms. Building on

Teece’s (1986, p. 288) seminal work suggesting the importance of complementary assets (those dedicated to “mar-

keting, competitive manufacturing, and after-sales support”), Mitchell (1989), Tripsas (1997), and others have under-

scored the importance of such assets as buffers for incumbents during technological changes (Danneels, 2004;

Hill & Rothaermel, 2003). Additionally, scholars have theorized that complementary assets often play a more proac-

tive role, acting as catalysts for product innovation during technological transitions (Helfat, 1997; Taylor & Helfat,

2009; Wu, Wan, & Levinthal, 2014).

Building on this stream of research, scholars highlight the importance of possessing a specific type of comple-

mentary asset—complementary technologies (CTs)—in value creation and preadaptation (Cattani, 2006) for incum-

bent firms. Recent explorations of the role of CTs (e.g., Anderson & Parker, 2013; Funk, 2013; Makri, Hitt, &

Lane, 2010) build on rich evidence in the literature that draws attention to the critical role of these technologies

in the emergence of new product and process innovations, such as the Toyota (or Just-in-Time) production sys-

tems (Ayres, 1991). These studies support Henderson’s (1995, p. 641) observation that CTs such as “production

control techniques, better resist systems and finer control of alignment technology” shifted the “natural” limits

(Sahal, 1985) in the evolution of optical lithography aligners. Consistently, Cattani (2006, p. 306) noted that

knowledge of relevant CTs, such as electronics acquired from manufacturing optical fibers for medical and military

applications, helped Corning “gain valuable experience” in the transition to optical fibers for telecommunication,

despite the manufacturing methods being “significantly different.” Further, Funk (2013, p. 143) recently

highlighted that CTs helped VHS and Betamax video recorder manufacturers improve the “magnetic recording

density” of their products. Despite the increasing attention that CTs have received in recent years, relatively

underexplored is if and how the possession of relevant CTs1 influences incumbent firms’ responses during tech-

nological changes.

Innovation research also highlights that in addition to the upstream complementary assets, understanding user

needs is a critical firm-level capability necessary for introducing new product innovations. In his formative paper,

Teece (1992, p. 9) notes that “[a] salient aspect of innovation is that it requires a close coupling of the developer of

the new technology to the user. Commercially successful innovations require linking scientific, engineering, entre-

preneurial, and management skills with an intimate understanding of user needs.” Research emphasizes that under-

standing user needs becomes particularly important in high technology industries where “the world moves…rapidly”

(von Hippel, 1986, p. 796). Most recently, Roy and Sarkar (2016), building on Teece’s (1992, p. 10, italics in original)

insights that “knowing what to develop and design…is absolutely essential for commercial success,” suggest that the

vital, yet often elusive, knowledge of user needs can be effectively harnessed by incumbents through access to in-

house users.2 Despite the recent interest in exploring the role of in-house users, scholars have somewhat over-

looked the role of such users during a disruptive technological change (Christensen, 1997)—a change that has

received significant attention from both academic scholars (e.g., Ansari, Garud, & Kumaraswamy, 2016) and the pop-

ular press (e.g., Lepore, 2014).

Motivated by these recent investigations into the role of CTs and in-house users and in an effort to better

understand how firm-level capabilities affect the strategic renewal of large incumbents during a disruptive techno-

logical change, we formulate a normative theory of the firm to explain innovation outcomes during such a change.

1Following Cattani (2006, p. 286) we define relevant CTs as knowledge of CTs that is “accumulated without anticipation of subse-

quent uses (foresight), but (that) might later prove to be functionally ‘pre-adapted0 (i.e., valuable) for alternative, as yet unknown,

applications.”
2Following Roy and Sarkar (2016), we define in-house user as a division within the focal firm that is a user of products manufac-

tured by other divisions within the same firm.
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Unlike prior research, which has concentrated mostly on either the acquisition or the generation of new knowledge

(Agarwal & Helfat, 2009), we use insights from recent research as our theoretical building blocks and investigate the

leveraging of knowledge across divisions of a firm for strategic renewal. In the process, we aim to extend the conver-

sation on the role of firm-level capabilities for strategic renewal of firms to the context of a disruptive technological

change.

The period of technological change we concentrate on in this article is the advent of the disruptive

complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) sensors in the image sensor industry. This industry

emerged on October 18, 1969, when AT&T Bell Labs researchers invented the charge-coupled device

(CCD) sensors. From the late 1960s to the early 2010s, CCD sensors remained the backbone of digital

photography, which included the Hubble Space Telescope and the yet to be launched James Webb

Telescope.

In 1992, NASA/Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) developed and patented the “active-pixel” CMOS sensors

(CMOS APS, hereinafter referred to as CMOS). Similar to Christensen’s (1997) predictions, during the 1990s

and 2000s, the CMOS sensors underperformed CCD sensors in picture resolution—the critical performance

feature that CCD sensors valued. While underperforming on the critical performance feature, the CMOS sen-

sors brought in new performance features such as lower power consumption and digitized output (also

referred to as system-on-a-chip integration [Fossum, 1998]). By the early 2010s, following Christensen’s pre-

dictions, CMOS sensors eventually improved in picture resolution and disrupted the market for CCD image

sensors.3

However, unlike Bower and Christensen’s (1995, p. 47, italics in original) predictions that “well-managed

companies…are incapable of funneling resources into programs that current customers explicitly don’t want”

and, therefore, become victims of disruption, we find that several of the largest CCD manufacturers, such as

Sony, successfully transitioned from CCD to CMOS manufacturing and did not succumb to the change. Rather,

similar to some dinosaurs evolving and thriving as avians, or birds, after the catastrophic Cretaceous-Tertiary

extinction, we find that Sony, Sharp, Toshiba, and other large CCD sensors manufacturers avianized themselves

and became some of the largest CMOS sensor manufacturers despite the demise, or dinosaurization, of CCD

sensors.

To explain how and why the behavior of large CCD incumbents diverged from the predictions of Christensen

(1997), we explore the role of firm-level capabilities during disruption as suggested by Danneels (2004) and Hender-

son (2006). More specifically, we concentrate on the possession of relevant CTs and access to in-house users as the

“basis of asymmetry” (Wu et al., 2014, p. 1260) among CCD manufacturers. We uncover that the combination of

possessing relevant CTs and having access to in-house users leads to avianization—or strategic renewal—of incum-

bent firms during a disruptive change. Thus, while we provide evidence contrary to the literature’s dismal prediction

that large incumbent firms will become victims of disruptive technological change, we also extend prior insights on

integrative capabilities (Chen, Williams, & Agarwal, 2012; Helfat & Raubitschek, 2000) and broaden the importance

of internal developments of new capabilities (Qian, Agarwal, & Hoetker, 2012) in the early stages of a new technol-

ogy. We offer a novel explanation for why some incumbent firms do overcome the curse of incumbency—

contributing new clues to the puzzle of how firm boundaries affect an incumbent’s ability to solve problems

(Helfat & Campo-Rembado, 2016) and strategically renew themselves (Agarwal & Helfat, 2009). Although we con-

centrate on the emergence of a disruptive technology in the image sensor industry, the mechanism we uncover

enriches the innovation literature (Henderson, 2006) and expands the burgeoning corporate entrepreneurship litera-

ture (Ahuja & Lampert, 2001; Rosenbloom, 2000).

In our pursuit to understand our context—the advent of the disruptive CMOS image sensors—we follow Hol-

brook, Cohen, Hounshell, and Klepper (2000), Eggers (2014), and Moeen and Agarwal (2017). We use archival data,

3We relate the changes in the image sensor industry to the characteristics of disruptive change identified by Bower and Christensen

(1995) and Govindarajan and Kopalle (2006) in Appendix S1.
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interviews, industry insiders’ accounts—published as well as unpublished—and secondary sources of information,

such as all the papers presented at the CCD Applications Conferences held in the years 1973 through 1979, 1986,

1990, 1991, and 1993. We also rely on patent data from the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO)

and information from various electronics and sensor magazines and several engineering textbooks. We rigorously

analyzed our data at both micro (point-by-point) and macro (entire series of documents) levels. We counterchecked

and validated the anecdotal components of the story with other sources, such as technical reports published by

NASA, Naval Electronics Laboratory, and Jet Propulsion Laboratory/California Institute of Technology. Finally, we

sought feedback on the information and conclusions presented in our article from several industry experts and

inventors by “presenting facts and asking questions about possible explanations of these facts” (Bettis, Gambardella,

Helfat, & Mitchell, 2014, p. 950). Key inventors, researchers, and scientists, such as Dr. Albert Theuwissen (world’s

leading researcher of image sensors; ex-department head of the imaging devices division, Philips; ex-CTO, DALSA;

author of approximately 160 technical papers on image sensors; holder of more than 10 image sensor patents; and

cofounder (with Eric Fossum and Nobukazu Teranishi) of ImageSensors, Inc., a California non-profit that addresses

the needs of the image sensor community); Dr. Eric Fossum (Dartmouth College; world’s leading expert on solid-

state image sensors; inventor of CMOS active pixel image sensor); Dr. Willy Shih (Harvard Business School);

Dr. Cesar Bandera (NJIT); Dr. Jonathan Spindel (Philadelphia University); and others, shared their experiences and

provided critical inputs to our investigation.

Next, we review the pertinent literature and build our theory.

2 | LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 | Received wisdom that frames our research

2.1.1 | Received wisdom # 1: Failure of large incumbents to overcome innovator’s dilemma may
be the problem of competence

Bower and Christensen (1995, p. 44) noted that Seagate, Digital, and others failed to respond to technological

change as they were held captive by their customers—they “listened to their customers, gave them the product per-

formance they were looking for.” The theory of technological disruption (Adner, 2002; Christensen, 1997; Danneels,

2004; Henderson, 2006) predicts that incumbents fail to respond to technological changes because the products

made with the new technology are initially unable to meet the critical performance feature that the mainstream cus-

tomers value. For example, Bower and Christensen (1995, p. 48) hinted that Seagate failed to respond to technolog-

ical disruption until Conner Peripheral’s “3.5-inch drives packed the capacity demanded in the mainstream personal-

computer market.”

In our quest to explore the role of firm-level capabilities as a catalyst for product innovation during a dis-

ruptive technological change, we build on Henderson’s (2006, p. 5) suggestion that the failure of firms, in

responding to such changes, is likely to be a “problem of competence.” Consistently, Danneels (2004) noted

that firms such as IBM and Seagate lacked critical capabilities that prevented them from responding to a disrup-

tive change.

2.1.2 | Received wisdom # 2: Complementary assets buffer incumbents from technological
discontinuities

A parallel stream of research notes that one of the firm-level capabilities that buffers incumbents from technological

changes is the possession of complementary assets. Teece (1986, p. 288) draws attention to the importance of com-

plementary assets—those that are dedicated to “marketing, competitive manufacturing, and after-sales support”—

for incumbents’ value appropriation. Others (see, e.g., Tripsas, 1997) have noted the critical role of complementary

assets during technological changes. For example, Rothaermel and Hill (2005, p. 58–59) observed that “incumbent
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pharmaceutical companies were in a position to leverage” their complementary assets to commercialize the new

biotech products. Wu et al. (2014) similarly noted that complementary assets buffer firms during technological tran-

sitions. Building on prior research, Roy and Cohen (2017) recently uncovered the proactive, catalytic role of down-

stream complementary assets in product innovation during a disruptive change.

2.1.3 | Received wisdom # 3: Relevant CTs are critical for product innovation

Despite the recent exploration of the role of complementary assets during a disruptive change, relatively underex-

plored in the literature is an investigation of the proactive, catalytic role of relevant CTs during such a change. This

is somewhat surprising because Teece’s (2000, p. 105) seminal research highlighted that in the fighter jet business,

knowledge of relevant CTs such as avionics was a “profound example of how changing technology” is being affected

by CTs. Subsequently, researchers have also noted that machine tool manufacturers heralded the Toyota (or Just-

in-Time) production systems with the help of a relevant CT, the computer numerical control systems (Roy &

Cohen, 2017). Similarly, Funk (2013) observed that relevant CTs helped single-head system video recorder manu-

facturers improve the critical performance feature of their products—“image quality”—thereby gaining market

dominance over the Quadruplex system manufacturers. Further, Holbrook et al. (2000, p. 1036) investigated

semiconductor manufacturers and enunciated that “technical advance” in semiconductors was made possible by

“complementary—rather than competing—technologies.” Moreover, literature also provides evidence that, histori-

cally, the lack of relevant CTs has created insurmountable roadblocks for innovators. For example, Leonardo da

Vinci, despite having conceived the idea of a flying machine, could not manufacture it because of lack of relevant

CTs (Fagerberg, 2005).

However, despite these insightful observations, an exploration of the potential catalytic role of relevant CTs

possessed by a firm during a disruptive technological change remains largely elusive. Accordingly, our first framing

question is:

Framing question # 1: Do relevant CTs play a catalytic role in product innovation when firms face

disruptive technological changes?

2.1.4 | Received wisdom # 4: In-house users are a credible source of information about emerging
demand conditions during a technological change

Teece (1992, p. 11–12) observed that users and manufacturers need “deep and enduring relationships” to develop

innovative products. Yet, in high technology industries characterized by rapidly changing technologies and products,

understanding user needs becomes increasingly complicated (von Hippel, 1986). Moreover, users are a critical

source of market information (von Hippel, 1986). As Roy and Sarkar (2016) recently highlighted, the in-house user

division can benchmark the new product of the firm with those of the competitors; such information, from the

manufacturer division’s perspective, is easier to interpret, more credible, and has lower threats of holdup (von

Hippel, 1986) as compared with similar information from external users. In-house user divisions, therefore, help

firms with credible information about changing demand conditions and customer preferences during the emer-

gence of a new product market. In the process, the in-house user division helps the firm develop capabilities that

are necessary to meet performance objectives of its customers (Wheelwright & Clark, 1992). Not surprisingly, the

U.S. International Trade Commission (1983) reported that in the case of industrial robots, in-house users acted as

powerful advertisements for potential buyers and were sources of new, innovative ideas for Japanese robot

manufacturers.

However, despite evidence suggesting on the one hand, the positive role of in-house users in product innova-

tion and on the other hand the constructive role of user information in helping firms develop “emerging customer

orientation” (Govindarajan, Kopalle, & Danneels, 2011)—critical for overcoming demand uncertainties associated
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with disruptive changes (Adner, 2002)—researchers have relatively overlooked the role of in-house users during a

disruptive technological change. Accordingly, our second framing question is:

Framing question # 2: Does access to in-house users play a catalytic role in product innovation when

firms face disruptive technological changes?

Next, we describe the context.

3 | CONTEXT

The core technology of a CCD image sensor consists of light-sensing elements arranged in a two-dimensional array

on a silicon substrate. Silicon traps the photon-induced charge and causes negatively charged electrons to migrate

to the positively charged gate electrode. Electrons liberated by photon interaction are stored in the depletion region

until the reservoir reaches the full-well capacity. Insulating barriers, or channel stops, separate individual sensing ele-

ments in the array from their neighbors. Each absorbed photon generates one electron-hole pair, and the resulting

charge that accumulates in each pixel is proportional to the number of incident photons. External voltages applied to

each pixel’s electrodes control the storage and movement of charges accumulated during a specified time interval.

On October 18, 1969, George E. Smith and Willard S. Boyle of Bell Labs took about 30 min to sketch out CCD’s

structure, define its concept, and outline its applications. Only a few weeks later they designed, manufactured, and

tested a three-phase device. Because of low charge transfer efficiency of the original design, they invented the buried

channel CCD, for which they filed a patent. They publicly announced the invention in April 1970.

Because Bell Labs could not sell devices, Smith and Boyle released their patent to other companies. From 1971 to

1975, General Electric, IBM, Hughes Aircraft, Matsushita, Texas Instruments, RCA, Fairchild, Philips, Hitachi, NEC, Bell

Labs, Thompson, Intel, and others started manufacturing CCD sensors. By 1971, researchers at Bell Labs were able to

capture images with CCD. Around the same time, Texas Instruments, Sony, and RCA began developing their own image

sensors. By 1975, Bell Labs had developed the digital video camera for television broadcast, and by the early 1990s,

Sony and Sharp were two of the largest and most “aggressive” CCD manufacturers in the world (Fossum, 1994).

In a CCD sensor, the output of each pixel is an analog signal. A CMOS pixel, by contrast, uses photodiode,

capacitor, and transistors, thereby enabling digitized output.4 Because a portion of each CMOS pixel is occupied by

additional components that are not light sensitive, the “fill factor”—the percentage of a pixel devoted to collecting

light—is about 26%, which is considerably lower than that of a CCD pixel (which is about 100%, except for CCDs

with inter-line transfer, or CCD ILT sensors). As a consequence, CMOS involved a performance trade-off (Janesick,

2002): Despite its digitized output, its picture resolution was low initially as compared to CCD sensors. The high fill

factor, which resulted in better picture resolution, made CCD the ideal choice for serious photography enthusiasts.

Thus, consistent with Christensen’s (1997) theory, CMOS sensors initially underperformed in the critical perfor-

mance feature—picture resolution—that CCD customers valued in digital images. Additionally, similar to the disrup-

tive 3.5-inch disk drives in Christensen’s thesis, CMOS sensors brought in new performance features such as lower

power consumption, digitized output, and higher speed. Litwiller (2001, pp. 154–156) highlighted the trade-off in

picture resolution and power requirement when he noted that, “[in CMOS] the complementary transistors allow

low-power high-gain amplifiers, whereas CCD amplification usually comes at a significant power penalty.” As a con-

sequence, CMOS sensors were a “natural fit” for image-capturing devices such as scanners (used in security cam-

eras, barcode scanners, oscilloscopes, and fax machines), picture phones (where cell phone producers valued the

4The transition from CCD to CMOS sensors also matched the characteristics of a radical technological change (Henderson & Clark,

1990). The use of capacitors and photodiodes in a CMOS pixel ensured that the core concepts in CMOS were different than that of

CCD and also that the linkages among components within the CCD and CMOS pixels were different (see Theuwissen, 2007, for a

more detailed discussion).
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new performance feature of CMOS sensors and were one of the early adopters of those sensors), and satellite and

space applications that valued the low power, high speed, and high radiation tolerance (Bogaerts et al., 2005; Yadid-

Pecht, Pain, Staller, Clark, & Fossum, 1997)5, as well as other applications. Additionally, nuclear plant manufacturers

and operators also found CMOS sensors helpful for tracking charged particles (Ratti, 2006). Not surprisingly,

Dr. Wayne Greene (Device Research and Applications Department, ULSI Research Lab, HP Laboratories, Palo Alto,

CA) noted that CMOS is “a perfect example of a disruptive technology” (HP Laboratories, 2003). CCDs, by contrast,

offered “superior image quality and flexibility at the expense of system size” (Litwiller, 2001, p. 156) and were the

most suitable technology for high-end imaging applications, such as in DSLR cameras (see also Janesick, 2003).

As we explain in the following section, consistent with Christensen’s (1997) thesis, CMOS sensors eventually

overcame the performance trade-off and exceeded CCD sensors in picture resolution, thereby leading to the latter

sensor’s dinosaurization.

3.1 | The road to dinosaurization of CCD

In the early 2000s, although CCD sensors offered superior picture resolution and remained the choice for high-end

imaging applications (Litwiller, 2001), the performance trade-offs associated with CCD sensors created a window of

opportunity for CMOS sensors. As we discussed earlier, in the early 2000s, while CCDs (more specifically, CCD ILT,

the most advanced CCD sensors) proved better in the technical features that affected picture resolution, such as

dynamic range (or, the ratio of pixels saturation level to its signal), uniformity (or, the consistence of pixel perfor-

mance), and shuttering (or, the ability to start and stop exposures), the CMOS sensors offered digitized output and

low-power consumption at the expense of picture resolution.

By the mid-2000s, CMOS sensors had improved in picture resolution (Litwiller, 2005). Consequently, around

2007, the advantage of CCD was largely in low-light photography, non-visible wavelength photography (DALSA,

2007), and shuttering (Rashidian & Fox, 2011). By 2011, CMOS sensors met, or exceeded, “CCD ILT technology in

functionality, performance, and cost,” and crossed “the last of the major performance hurdles” (Rashidian & Fox,

2011, p. 1).

Subsequently, in 2014, Sony introduced the IMX174 Global Shutter CMOS sensor with better performance

than that of CCD sensors in picture resolution. Table 1 compares the various technical features that affected picture

resolution of IMX174 with those features in the most advanced CCD sensor, Sony’s ICX274.

As evident from Table 1, CMOS exceeded the CCD sensor in all the features that affected picture resolution.

Within a few months of the introduction of the IMX174 CMOS sensor, Sony announced in a January 30, 2015,

memo to CCD sensor buyers that it intended to discontinue manufacturing CCD sensors (Image Sensors World,

2015b), thereby ending commercial CCD production. This also marked the dinosaurization of CCD technology. The

TABLE 1 Comparison of CCD and CMOS sensors

Technical features Sony ICX274 CCD sensor Sony IMX174 CMOS sensor

Number of active pixels 1624*1224 1920*1200

Quantum efficiency @ 525 nm 59% 76%

Temporal dark noise (e−) 8.35 6.83

Dynamic range 59.09 dB 72.94 dB

Saturation capacity (e−) 7969 32513

Source: Point Grey (2015).

5British STRV1c and STRV2 adopted CMOS for their mission in 2000, and NASA/French CNES adopted CMOS for Rosetta Mission

in 1996 (Fossum, 1995). The potentially disruptive characteristics of CMOS sensors for satellite and spacecraft imaging applications

prompted the European Space Agency (ESA) to organize a conference—Disruption in Space: First symposium on potentially disrup-

tive technologies and their impact on space programs—from July 4 to 6, 2005, in Marseille, France.
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market share of CCD and CMOS image sensors closely mirrored the technological advances of CMOS sensors;

Table 2 lists that share in the digital still camera (DSC) market. Not surprisingly, according to the November 2013

SETi quarterly report (SETi, 2013), the worldwide shipment of CMOS sensors was projected to reach 93.5% of the

total image sensor shipments in USD in 2015.

However, despite Sony’s announcement to close its CCD manufacturing plant in 2015, marking the dinosauriza-

tion of CCD sensors, the transition from CCD to CMOS was not associated with innovator’s dilemma for many of the

major CCD manufacturers such as Sony, Sharp, and Toshiba. Consequently, notwithstanding the dinosaurization at the

technology level, at the firm level, the largest CCD manufacturers avianized themselves and, unlike Bower and Christen-

sen’s (1995) assertion, Sony and others neither “failed” to respond to the change nor became victims of the technologi-

cal transition. For example, as Table 3 illustrates, by 2011, Sony, the largest manufacturer of CCD sensors, had the

largest market share in CMOS sensor manufacturing (see also, Mochizuki & Pfanner (2015) and Table 4 below).6

3.2 | Follow-up questions regarding avianization of firms

The preceding discussion illustrates that two of the largest market share holders in CCD manufacturing had success-

fully avianized themselves despite the dinosaurization of the technology following disruption. This raises our first

follow-up question:

Follow-up question # 1: What role did preexisting firm-level capabilities play in large CCD manufac-

turers’ efforts to avoid innovator’s dilemma?

3.2.1 | Role of relevant CTs in avianization of large CCD manufacturers

In its efforts to catch up with the performance of the CCD sensor, CMOS sensor manufacturers had to change sen-

sor and circuit designs. To overcome the lack of relevant prior experience in circuit design for other applications,

CMOS manufacturers began borrowing relevant knowledge from their prior experiences in CCD manufacturing

TABLE 2 Worldwide shipments of CCD and CMOS sensors (in millions of units) in the DSC market

Year CCD CMOS

2001 15 0.5

2002 22 1

2003 41 2

2004 50 5

2005 55 9

2006 60 12

2007 60 15

2008 50 20

2009 42 35

2010 40 40

2014 30 80

Sources: Various sources including Image Sensors World, 2006.

6Although Table 3 illustrates that Sharp was likely dinosaurized by the transition from CCD to CMOS, Sharp’s market share in the

Chinese DSC market (see Table 4), the fastest-growing market in the world, suggests that, similar to Sony, Sharp had also avianized

itself and become one of the largest suppliers of CMOS sensors.
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(Litwiller, 2005). We next discuss the relevant CTs7 that helped large CCD manufacturers improve the picture reso-

lution of CMOS sensors.

Global or electronic shuttering

Electronic shuttering, the ability to start and stop light collection, has been used in CCDs to prevent such smearing.

CCD manufacturers created “masked” transfer channels to block the light. With CMOS sensors, electronic shutter-

ing uses a similar mechanism of transistors in each pixel to control the connection between the light-sensing photo-

diode and the charge storage capacitor.

Microlenses

These tiny lenses, usually a few micrometers in diameter, concentrate the light onto the photosensitive part of the

sensor. First used in CCD, microlens technology eventually transferred to CMOS sensors to improve picture quality.

Correlated double sampling (CDS)

CMOS manufacturers relied on CDS technology, first used in CCD ILT sensors to overcome that challenge

(Rashidian & Fox, 2011). The Westinghouse Laboratory in Baltimore pioneered CDS in 1973 for use in CCD

(Fossum, 1994) and, eventually, Sony, Sharp, and Toshiba utilized this CT (see, e.g., Toshiba patent # US4683580A,

filed on August 7, 1985). Later CMOS sensor manufacturers adopted CDS (Luštica, 2011; see also Toshiba patent #

JPH09247535A, filed on March 12, 1996).

Lightpipe or light shield

These are deep vias that trap light and eliminate color “cross talks.” The technology for lightpipes, originally devel-

oped for X-ray astrophotography using CCD sensors (Bell, 1987), was subsequently adopted by Sony for the

IMX046 (8.11 Megapixel, 1.4 μm Pixel 1/3.2-inch) CMOS sensor in 2009 (Fontaine, 2011).

TABLE 3 Worldwide market share and revenues ($ M) of Sony and Sharp in CCD and CMOS sensor camera

shipments worldwide

Company name/year CCD revenue (market share) CMOS revenue (market share)

Sony/2010 841.3 (51.8%) 1093.5 (26.7%)

Sony/2011 650.8 (56.4%) 2013.1 (33.6%)

Sharp/2010 311.8 (19.2%) 11.3 (0.3%)

Sharp/2011 183.2 (15.9%) NA (approx. 0.3%)

Source: 2nd half 2011 vision sensor market analysis (Foto News, 2012).

TABLE 4 Sharp’s revenue ($ M) and ranking (in market share) in the Chinese DSC market

Year Sharp’s revenue Sharp’s ranking

2011 786 3rd

2014 1080 3rd

Source: Research in China, 2014.

7In Appendix S2, we explain how we distinguish between the core technology and CT. In Appendix S3, we discuss the relevant CTs

in more detail, including some of their engineering and technological features.
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Hole Accumulation Diode (HAD)

CCD photodiodes enable electrons to escape from the diode, thereby deteriorating the quality of a picture. In 1984,

to solve this problem, Sony introduced the first sensor with buried photodiode—the hole accumulation diode (HAD)

CCDs, which used a hole accumulation layer (HAL) to cover the photodiode and block electrons from escaping.

CMOS manufacturers also faced the similar problem of free electrons. Sony transferred complementary CCD tech-

nology to CMOS sensors to develop the HAD CMOS (Nixon, Kemery, Pain, Staller, & Fossum, 1996; Sony, 2000),

which later evolved into the CMOS IMX174 sensor.

We summarize the various relevant CTs, their strategic implications, and their effects on CCD and CMOS sen-

sor performance in Table 5.

To further explore the role of relevant CTs in the avianization of CCD manufacturers, we investigated other

large CCD manufacturers and pioneers—such as Kodak (the largest CCD manufacturer in the United States [Fossum,

1994]) and Texas Instruments (TI)—that failed to transition to CMOS technology despite possessing relevant CTs.

According to Kodak’s official website, the company started manufacturing CMOS sensors in 2004 when “[t]he com-

pany bought remaining shares of Chinon Industries, a digital camera manufacturer, acquired the imaging sensor busi-

ness of National Semiconductor, and formed an alliance with IBM to manufacture CMOS image sensors” (Eastman

Kodak Company, 2004). Similar to Sony and Sharp, Kodak used its knowledge of relevant CTs, such as electronic

shuttering (see, e.g., patent # 09/562,712 filed by Eastman Kodak Co., on April 28, 2000), to strategically reorient

itself from CCD to CMOS sensors. However, unlike Sony or Sharp, Kodak sold its CMOS business in 2009, the same

year that other large camera manufacturers were switching from CCD to CMOS. We discuss Kodak’s possession of

relevant CTs in more detail in Appendix S4.

TABLE 5 Relevant CTs, their strategic implications, and their effects on sensor performance

Relevant CTs
Strategic
Implication

Effect on sensor
performance Patent for use in CCD

Patent for use
in CMOS

Global
shuttering

Image distortion Prevents picture
distortion for
moving objects

Patent #: US4322638A
Filed: Jan 16, 1980
Assignee: Eastman Kodak

Patent #:
US7129979B1

Filed: Apr 28, 2000
Assignee: Eastman

Kodak

Microlenses Image detailing Improves light
capture by pixels

Patent #: US5239412A
Filed: Feb 4, 1991
Assignee: Sharp

Patent #: PCT/JP2007/
054275

Filed: March 6, 2007
Assignee: Sharp

Correlated
double
sampling

Image
overexposure

Corrects errors in
charge transfer
and improves
picture resolution

Patent #: US5086344A
Filed: May 11, 1990
Assignee: Eastman Kodak

Patent #:
US6421085B1

Filed: Apr 14, 1998
Assignee: Eastman

Kodak

Lightpipe Image
underexposure

Blocks incoming
light from
readout circuitry
thereby
improving picture
quality

Patent #: US5523609A
Filed: Dec 23, 1994

Assignee: Sony

Patent #: US6069350A
Filed: Jan 22, 1998
Assignee: Sony

Hole
Accumulated
Diode

Image
overexposure

Reduces dark
current and
thereby,
improves picture
resolution

Patent #: US4328432A
Filed: Jan 14, 1981
Assignee: Sony

Patent #: US5831675A
Filed: Dec 13, 1996
Assignee: Sony
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Similar to Kodak, TI also failed to transition to the CMOS technology despite possessing relevant CTs. A search

at USPTO.gov reveals that TI had upward of 2,000 patents in both CCD and CMOS. TI’s CCDs (which were used in

the WF/PC I camera on Hubble Space telescope when it launched in 1990) used light shield, a CT that Sony and

others subsequently used in manufacturing CMOS sensors. TI’s patent # US5151380A (filed in 1991) used light

shield in CCD sensors and US6788340B1 (filed in 1999) used light shield for CMOS sensors. The examples of

Kodak and TI suggest that the possession of relevant CTs, by itself, is unlikely to explain the avianization of firms during

a disruptive change.

Next, we explore the role of access to in-house users.

3.2.2 | Role of access to in-house users in avianization of large CCD manufacturers

Anecdotal evidence suggests image capturing devices such as picture (or camera) phones and low-end point-and-

shoot digital cameras were some of the earliest consumer products in which CMOS sensors were used (Litwiller,

2001). Kushida (2002) mentions Sony, Sharp, and Toshiba as the largest Japanese manufacturers of cell phones in

2001, the year that Japan adopted the 3G technology standards and most of the cell phones in Japan were camera

phones. Anecdotal evidence (e.g., Facts & Details, 2009/2013) also suggests that Sony and Sharp were among the

largest smartphone manufacturers in Japan around 2010. Similarly, Digital Photography Review, one of the most

respected digital camera review websites, quoted Japanese News Agency Nihon Keizai Shimbun (December

18, 2000), mentioning that Sony was one of the largest digital camera manufacturers. The same report also

observed that Kodak sourced its digital cameras from Japanese manufacturers (Digital Photography Review, 2000a).

Additional anecdotal evidence suggests that firms such as Sony, Sharp, and Toshiba had in-house users of the

potentially disruptive technology almost a decade before CMOS sensors disrupted CCD sensors. In early 2003,

Sony introduced its first camera phone with a 3.1MP CMOS sensor (Mobile Magazine, 2003). Sharp introduced J-

SH04—the world’s first-ever cell phone with an integrated digital camera with a 0.11MP CMOS sensor—in

November 2000 (Gadgetizor.com, 2010).

The emergence of digital image capturing devices that used CMOS (such as picture phones) relied on the new

and untested 3G cellular communication technology in the early 2000s (O'Rourke, 2002). Yamada (2001) highlighted

the uncertainties when he noted that such services were likely to be “available to only about 4,000 customers in

the [Tokyo Metropolitan Area].” Similarly, BBC News (2001) underscored the demand and technological uncer-

tainties associated with 3G services and noted that “many providers are extremely cagey about their expectations

for 3G while analyst forecasts for 3G use and revenues vary tremendously. Big doubts appear to remain as to

whether the new services will be sufficiently attractive and competitively priced to prompt a mass upgrading by

users from their existing 2 or 2.5G phones.” For CMOS image capturing device manufacturers, the uncertainties

associated with 3G technology translated to the demand uncertainty for the emerging new CMOS products. Com-

pounding the demand uncertainty associated with 3G cellular communication was the fact that this technology was

not expected to be available in the U.S. “until 2006 or later” (O'Rourke, 2002, p. 37).8 Sony also introduced its

point-and-shoot camera in the early 2000s (Digital Photography Review, 2000b). Kodak, however, had no access to

in-house users. Chinon, a Japanese firm, produced the CCD digital cameras and Kodak designed the lenses (chicago-

tribune.com, 1985). Not surprisingly, on November 4, 1996, InfoWorld.com (1996) commented that Chinon ES3000

and Kodak Digital Science DC50 were “identical cameras.”

To further explore the access to in-house users, we tracked the CMOS sensor patents issued to the large CCD

incumbents and verified whether the image capturing device patents issued to the same firms cited the CMOS pat-

ents. For example, Sony’s CMOS patent (# US7116365; filed in 1999) was cited by its camera patent (#

US8704927; filed in 2010). However, in the case of Kodak, its CMOS patents (see, e.g., patent # US5841159, filed

in 1996 and patent # US6721008, filed in 1998) were not cited by any of its camera patents. Kodak’s patent #

8Consistent with Bower and Christensen (1995, p. 47), the uncertainties made it “difficult to predict how big the markets for the

[disruptive] technology will be over the long term.”
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US6721008 (page 8 of patent application) and patent # 09/562,712 highlight the use of CT, such as CDS and elec-

tronic shuttering, respectively.9 In a nutshell, unlike Sony and others, Kodak, despite possessing the relevant CTs,

lacked access to in-house users. It neither manufactured picture phones nor, except for a 2-year period from 2007 to

2009, manufactured CMOS cameras.

Further, similar to Kodak, TI also lacked access to in-house users of the potentially disruptive CMOS technology

used in point-and-shoot digital cameras, picture phones, planetary spacecraft, and so on. Yet another pioneer of

CCD technology, Philips, also failed to transition to CMOS manufacturing and sold its image sensor division to

DALSA of Canada in 2002 (Whiting, 2002). Philips, similar to Kodak and TI, also lacked access to in-house users. It

designed the prototype of the ESP point-and-shoot camera in 1986, and in 1997, started selling ESP-2 and ESP-60

digital CCD cameras manufactured by Ricoh of Japan. In 2003, it designed CMOS camera prototypes, the MaxCam

series, which it never marketed (digicammuseum.com, 2015).

Finally, we investigated the CCD manufacturers that had access to in-house users but did not possess relevant

CTs. These manufacturers—Reticon/EG&G, Tektronix, and Aeronutronic Ford—produced CCD sensors used in image

capturing devices such as cameras and scanners. Our analyses of these firms, described in detail in Appendix S5,

reveal that none of these firms transitioned to CMOS manufacturing. Thus, the access to in-house users, by itself, is

unlikely to explain the avianization of firms during a disruptive technological change.

The insights that possession of either relevant CTs or access to in-house users is unlikely to lead to avianization

motivated us to investigate the role that the possession of relevant CTs and access to in-house users as a source of

competitive advantage for CCD manufacturers played during the technological transition. This leads us to the sec-

ond follow-up question—

Follow-up question # 2: Does the possession of relevant CTs and access to in-house users play a

catalytic role in product innovation when firms face a disruptive technological change?

3.2.3 | Possession of relevant CTs and access to in-house users for strategic renewal of firms

To explore whether the possession of relevant CTs and access to in-house users was a source of competitive advan-

tage for CCD manufacturers that strategically renewed themselves, we sought the opinions of key inventors,

researchers, and scientists in the industry. As we mentioned earlier, distinguished leaders and experts—Dr. Albert

Theuwissen; Dr. Eric Fossum; Dr. Willy Shih; Dr. Cesar Bandera; Dr. Jonathan Spindel; and others—provided invalu-

able insights into the avianization of CCD manufacturers, which supports the notion that CCD manufacturers

needed the possession of relevant CTs and access to in-house users to strategically renew themselves.10

During our unstructured interview, Dr. Albert Theuwissen identified four reasons why the possession of rele-

vant CTs and access to in-house users were crucial for CCD manufacturers that transitioned to CMOS manufactur-

ing. First, Dr. Theuwissen noted that the user market for CMOS products was a fragmented one and that the users

demanded constant upgrades to their products. The continuous demand for technological advancement made it dif-

ficult for manufacturers to identify the needs of customers. In-house users provided a vital link between users’

changing demand conditions and engineering’s search for solutions to meet those needs, thereby preventing manu-

facturers from being “out of touch” with users. Possession of relevant CTs provided the technological know-how in

the search for solutions. Incidentally, Expert C, as we discuss later, also identified the challenge of manufacturers to

9We distinguish between patents for CMOS (or CCD) and camera patents that use CMOS (or CCD) by the keywords used to

describe those patents. Following Ronda-Pupo and Guerras-Martin (2012, p. 166), we assume that “groups of words reveal underly-

ing themes, and that co-occurrences and co-absences of keywords can be interpreted as reflecting associations between the under-

lying concepts.” In this study, we use keywords such as “pixel,” “charge transfer,” and “imaging element” to identify CCD or CMOS

patents. For camera patents, we use keywords such as “camera” and “imaging device.” If a patent used both “pixel” and “camera,”
we relied on the patent abstract and description to understand the primary purpose of the patent.
10To maintain confidentiality, we identify our experts’ statements as Expert A, Expert B, and so on. Dr. Theuwissen gave us permis-

sion to associate his name with his statements.
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gather information due to fragmented users and the role of in-house users in providing critical information for inno-

vations in CMOS products. Second, according to Dr. Theuwissen, the possession of relevant CTs and access to in-

house users helped CMOS manufacturers develop “application know-how”—the knowledge of the most appropriate

application of the technology in the product to meet users’ needs. Dr. Theuwissen explained that researchers are

“academically oriented” and often focus only on the intellectually interesting aspects of the technology in their

research. However, having access to in-house users forces researchers to remain attentive to what users perceive

to be the most important aspect in the application of the technology and search for ways to improve the product in

the way customers want by developing new technologies using knowledge available in-house, such as the knowl-

edge of relevant CTs. He used Canon as an example of a firm that possessed the “application know-how.”

Further, Dr. Theuwissen noted that the possession of relevant CTs and access to in-house users, in the context

of CMOS, helped manufacturers increase their volume of production by successfully “going outside” the firm—to

users other than in-house users with the technology that the market needs. As we elaborate later, the advantage of

the possession of relevant CTs and access to in-house users in increasing the volume of production was also noted

by Expert A. Dr. Theuwissen’s observations are consistent with the U.S. International Trade Commission (1983)

report, which noted that in-house users acted as powerful advertisements for potential buyers and were sources of

new innovative ideas for Japanese industrial robot manufacturers.

Finally, Dr. Theuwissen pointed out that the combination of the possession of relevant CTs and the access to

in-house users creates effective market intelligence for the manufacturers and helps them “defend their positions.”

He noted that the in-house users of image sensors would often ask their manufacturing division colleagues why the

sensors manufactured by their firm were inferior on certain product performance features as compared with those

manufactured by other manufacturers. In addition, the in-house users would also point out the performance fea-

tures that users demanded but in which the focal firm’s products lagged behind that of its competitors. This would

help the manufacturing division draw upon the knowledge of relevant CTs to create technological solutions to the

problem and improve the product performance feature. Drawing a parallel with his experience in Philips,

Dr. Theuwissen thought that in the case of Sony’s development of IMX174 CMOS sensors that dinosaurized CCD

sensors in 2014, it was likely that in-house users would have compared the previous generations of Sony CMOS

sensors to those of competitors’ products and pointed out the deficiencies in Sony’s earlier CMOS products. This

would have encouraged the engineers and scientists at Sony to find solutions and knowledge of relevant CTs to

improve the performance of Sony’s CMOS sensors to meet users’ needs. Not surprisingly, as we mentioned earlier,

in his April 20–21, 2015 online blog, Dr. Theuwissen observed that the secret of the success of Sony’s IMX174

CMOS sensor “lies in the design of the light shield. IMX174 is using a tungsten light shield that looks like a copy of

the lightshield [sic] of a CCD ILT” and that “the light shield comes extremely close to the Si-SiO2 interface, exactly

as it did in the past with the CCD-ILT” (Image Sensors World, 2015a).

Expert A highlighted the scale benefits of the possession of relevant CTs and access to in-house users for the

avianization of firms. This expert noted that possession of relevant CTs and access to in-house users helped the

sensor manufacturing unit of a firm such as Sony to “drive practice” by ensuring that products that were eventually

taken to market were tested first with in-house users to ensure that they were in sync with users’ demands. Thus,

the combination of possession of relevant CTs and in-house users allowed the team to increase the volume of pro-

duction and move along the learning curve faster.

Another expert, Expert B, felt that the possession of relevant CTs and access to in-house users was similar to

“having the back end and the front end of an operation, meaning that the in-house users would be the front end

and the relevant CTs would be the back end. In a way, you have an immediate feedback from the front end that

can be applied to the back end.”

Expert C noted that the possession of relevant CTs and access to in-house users by image sensor manufac-

turers was necessary because users of CMOS sensors such as point-and-shoot camera users and users of cellphones

with cameras demanded “constant new products” with the latest technology and exciting features. If a manufacturer

could not introduce new products at events such as the Las Vegas CES [Consumer Electronics Show], that
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manufacturer took on the label of being “a loser.” Thus, it was key for manufacturers to understand what customers

demanded, which made the knowledge of relevant CTs and access to in-house users critical. The expert also felt

that Kodak was “immune to such pressure” because it did not have access to the “emerging customer orientation”

(Govindarajan et al., 2011). Additionally, high-end DSLR camera users, such as professional photographers who

relied on CCD, had different “market expectations” and did not exert a similar pressure on the DSLR camera manu-

facturers as CMOS camera users did. This expert suggested that for a manufacturer, possession of relevant CTs and

access to in-house users enabled it to coordinate “imager design and production tooling time” which, in turn, helped

the manufacturer manage development time to introduce products that the users demanded during major trade

shows. He further elaborated that the “market strongly influenced” innovation in CMOS products, and the posses-

sion of relevant CTs and access to in-house users helped firms such as Sony stay ahead of the curve.

3.2.4 | Counterchecking experts’ opinions

To enable triangulation, we counterchecked whether information from the secondary sources corroborated experts’

opinions and found that the experts’ opinions can indeed be confirmed. For example, Infoworld.com (1996) sensed

the transition from CCD to CMOS sensors and impending “market pressure” on CCD sensor manufacturers and

noted that “digital imaging was becoming more mainstream.” Additionally, Sony’s (2012) announcement of the

release of the innovative stacked sensor highlighted the importance of having both the back-end and front-end

knowledge for developing innovative image sensors. The 2012 press release noted that the innovative sensor,

which resulted in “improvements in basic performance such as pixel size, speed, sensitivity and high pixel num-

bers”—improvements that “customers are looking for”—was a result of superior understanding of customer demand

and “better use” of Sony’s existing technological knowledge. The press release highlighted that end users of CMOS

products demand an “experience with a product that is fun and easy to use”; as well as products that are “compact”

with “faster speed.” To introduce innovative products using such user information, the manufacturing division

requires “ease of design and flexibility in making improvements.” Sony chose to invest in CMOS technology because

“CMOS sensor makes it easier to add new functionality to increase the shooting fun of the end user.”

Further, the observations of our experts are also consistent with those of Dr. Wayne Greene, device research

and applications department (HP Laboratories, 2003), who notes that to develop new CMOS products, HP main-

tained a “close relationship between circuit design and process technology development. Critical to our success is

our close interaction with image-quality and camera designers at HP Labs and within HP’s divisions. We maintain a

very close linkage with HP’s integrated circuit business division, which is developing new businesses around this

technology.”

Table 6 summarizes the descriptive evidence. The above analysis suggests that the difference between firms

such as Sony, which avianized in the face of a disruptive change, and others such as Kodak, which did not, was the

possession of relevant CTs and access to in-house users by the former firms.

4 | STYLIZED FINDINGS AND THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS

4.1 | Relating our findings to the theoretical follow-up questions

Our theoretical framing questions are—

Framing question # 1: Do relevant CTs play a catalytic role in product innovation when firms face a

disruptive technological change?

Framing question # 2: Does the access to in-house users play a catalytic role in product innovation

when firms face a disruptive technological change?
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TABLE 6 Descriptive evidence on the importance of the possession of relevant CTs and access to in-house users

in the digital image sensor industry

Evidence # Source Descriptive evidence

1 Dr. Albert Theuwissen First, the user market for CMOS products was a fragmented one
and the users demanded constant upgrades to their products.
The continuous demand for technological advancement made it
difficult for the manufacturers to identify the needs of the
customers. In-house users provided a vital link between the
engineering department and the customers’ changing demand
conditions, thereby preventing manufacturers from being “out of
touch” with the users.

Second, the possession of relevant CTs and access to in-house
users helped CMOS manufacturers develop “application know-
how”—the knowledge of the most appropriate application of the
technology in the product to meet users’ needs.

Third, the possession of relevant CTs and access to in-house users,
in the context of CMOS, helped manufacturers increase their
volume of production by successfully “going outside” the firm.

Fourth, that possession of relevant CTs and access to in-house
users create effective market intelligence for the manufacturers
and help them “defend their positions.”

2 Expert A This expert noted that possession of relevant CTs and in-house
users helped the sensor manufacturing unit of a firm such as
Sony “drive practice” by ensuring that products fit with the latest
technological jump and were in sync with the user needs in the
marketplace. Moreover, the combination of knowledge of
relevant CTs and in-house users allowed the team to move along
the learning curve faster.

3 Expert B This expert suggested that for a manufacturer, the possession of
relevant CTs and access to in-house users was similar to “having
the back end and front end of an operation, meaning that the in-
house users would be the front end and the relevant CTs would
be the back end. In a way, you have an immediate feedback from
the front end that can be applied to the back end.”

4 Expert C This expert noted that access to both relevant CTs and in-house
users by CCD sensor manufacturers was necessary because users
of CMOS sensors, such as point-and-shoot camera users and
cellphones with cameras users, demanded “constant new
products” with the latest technology and exciting features, and if
a manufacturer could not introduce new products at events such
as the Las Vegas CES, that manufacturer was treated “as a loser.”
The expert also felt that Kodak was “immune to such pressure”
because it did not have access to the “emerging customer
orientation” (Govindarajan et al., 2011). Additionally, high-end
DSLR camera users, such as professional photographers who
relied on CCD, had different “market expectations” and did not
exert a similar pressure on the DSLR camera manufacturers as
CMOS camera users did.

5 Dr. Wayne Greene (device
research and applications
department, HP)
(HP Laboratories, 2003)

HP maintained a “close relationship between circuit design and
process technology development. Critical to our success is our
close interaction with image-quality and camera designers at HP
Labs and within HP’s divisions. We maintain a very close linkage
with HP’s integrated circuit business division, which is developing
new businesses around this technology.”

6 Sony’s stacked CMOS image
sensor solves all existing
problems in one stroke
(Sony, 2012)

Sony’s (2012) announcement of the release of the innovative
stacked sensor highlighted the importance of both upstream and
downstream knowledge for developing innovative image sensors.
The 2012 press release noted that the innovative sensor, which
resulted in “improvements in basic performance such as pixel
size, speed, sensitivity, and high pixel numbers”—improvements
that “customers are looking for”—were a result of superior

(Continues)
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Our results, summarized in Table 7, indicate that firms possessing relevant CTs and having access to in-house users,

avoid innovator’s dilemma. Firms that lacked one of the two assets could not successfully transition themselves to the

CMOS technology. Thus, firms such as Kodak, TI, and Philips, which possessed relevant CTs but lacked access to in-

house users, became victims of innovator’s dilemma; firms such as Reticon/EG&G, Tektronix, and Aeronutronic

Ford, who had access to in-house users of camera phones but lacked relevant CTs, could not transition to CMOS

manufacturing.

Our finding is consistent with prior literature that highlights that during the early stages of a new technology’s

evolution, high coordination costs (Helfat & Campo-Rembado, 2016; Hoetker, 2004) favor the vertically integrated

firm (Qian et al., 2012). Our finding suggests that the advantage of vertically integrated firms is more nuanced than

what prior literature presents—it is likely that during the era of ferment of a new technology that the advantage of

such firms emanates from the possession of relevant CTs and access to in-house users.

Our finding underscores that what is most relevant in the early stages of a new technology’s evolution is not

the dichotomous distinction of whether a firm is vertically integrated, rather, as one of our reviewers’ mentioned,

“appropriate configuration of the firm’s value chain activities at the right timing of technological evolution.” This

resonates with Nickerson and Zenger’s (2004) efforts to integrate insights from firm capabilities and transaction

cost economics and their observation that the optimal form of firm boundary depends on the type of problem the

firm faces. Further, this stream of research notes that manufacturing a new product with a new technology

involves solving myriad ill-structured and complex problems. Firms face the challenge of mastering new science

and using that knowledge for experimental recombination to develop innovative new products because the

underlying science of a new technology in an emerging phase is not fully understood (Roy & Sarkar, 2016). Our

research identifies that possession of relevant CTs and access to in-house users are critical in the early stages of a

technology’s evolution when firms search for solutions to “unstructured” and “uncodifiable” problems

(Monteverde, 1995).

Recently, innovation scholars have adopted the “upstream-downstream lens” to better understand knowledge

recombination as a firm pursues its innovative activities (Hess & Rothaermel, 2011). Following this prior research,

we posit that dichotomizing a firm’s activities into upstream and downstream can provide a richer understanding of

the knowledge required to develop innovative new products in the early stages of a new technology’s evolution.

This is consistent with Teece’s (1986, p. 288) observation that complementary assets are key to profiting from inno-

vation, where “[i]n almost all cases, the successful commercialization of an innovation requires that the know-how

in question be utilized in conjunction with other capabilities or assets.” Our finding combines Cattani’s (2006)

insights of preadaptation using upstream technological knowledge and Govindarajan et al.’s (2011, p. 124) assertions

that downstream “emerging customer orientation” helps firms develop “knowledge about customers that are ill-

identified and whose needs are not well-known, and assessing the size of that market.” Our findings reveal that it is

the combination of possessing relevant CTs and having access to in-house users that leads to avianization—or strate-

gic renewal—for incumbents during a disruptive change.

TABLE 6 (Continued)

Evidence # Source Descriptive evidence

understanding of customer demand and “better use” of Sony’s
existing technological knowledge.

The press release highlighted that end users of CMOS products
demand “experience of a product that is fun and easy to use.”
They also demand products that are “compact” with “faster
speed.” To introduce innovative products using the user
information, the manufacturing division requires “ease of design
and flexibility in making improvements.” Sony chose to invest in
CMOS technology because the “CMOS sensor makes it easier to
add new functionality to increase the shooting fun of the end
user”
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Our finding is also consistent with prior research (e.g., Wheelwright & Clark, 1992, p. 180) that underscores the

importance of communication between the upstream and downstream capabilities of a firm and note that rather

than “throwing the design (blueprints) over the wall,” designing innovative new products during a radical technologi-

cal change requires an “intimate rich pattern of communication” with “face-to-face discussion, direct observation,

interaction with physical prototypes.” Incidentally, in our interview, Dr. Theuwissen had pointed out similar interac-

tions between various divisions of a firm.

Similarly, Roy and Sarkar (2016) note that the presence of both upstream and downstream capabilities may help

firms understand “which performance feature to improve” and “how to improve that performance feature” (2016,

p. 840, italics added). Thus, literature provides evidence that the possession of relevant CTs and access to in-house

users preadapts a firm to navigate technological transitions. This is also consistent with Dr. Theuwissen’s observa-

tions that image sensor firms that avianized, such as Sony, possessed “application know-how” from their possession

of relevant CTs and access to in-house users. Our investigation, therefore, builds on existing literature and leads us

to the following stylized finding:

During a disruptive change, finding solutions to the “unstructured, uncodifiable” problems requires

the possession of relevant CTs and access to in-house users.

Our stylized finding resonates with Teece’s (1992, p. 10) seminal insight that R&D and marketing personnel in a firm

should be “closely connected” for “commercial success” of a new innovative product. Teece further noted that

“R&D managers must have one foot in the lab and one in the marketplace.” Our finding extends Teece’s (1996,

p. 194) observation—that technological- and demand-side uncertainties make innovation “a quest into the unknown

[and] [i]t involves searching and the probing and reprobing of technological as well as market opportunities….[s]

erendipity and luck play an important role”—to the context of a disruptive change. Our thesis reveals that firms that

possess relevant CTs and have access to in-house users are serendipitously preadapted—they can avianize them-

selves during a disruptive technological change, even when the technology is dinosaurized.

5 | DISCUSSION

Extending prior research that extols the virtues of complementary assets (e.g., Teece, 1986) and explores the impor-

tance of leveraging knowledge across various divisions of a firm for strategic renewal (Agarwal & Helfat, 2009), our

article suggests that large manufacturers of CCD image sensors—ones that possessed relevant CTs and had access

to in-house users of the potentially disruptive technology—avianized themselves. Concurring with Henderson’s

(2006) suggestion, we find that firm-level capabilities played a critical role in product innovation and creative

destruction of CCD manufacturers, such as Sony, during a disruptive change. Our investigation also reveals that

TABLE 7 Access to relevant firm-level capabilities and outcome of disruptive challenge in the digital image sensor

industry

Access to in-house users of disruptive CMOS technology in the
digital image sensor industry

Yes No

Possession of relevant CTs from
mainstream CCD technology

Yes Quadrant I:
Avianized firms:
Sony, Sharp, Toshiba

Quadrant II:
Dinosaurized firms:
Kodak,a Texas Instruments,

Philips

No Quadrant III:
Dinosaurized firms:
Reticon/EG&G, Tektronix,

Aeronutronic Ford

a Kodak had access to Chinon’s CMOS camera business for 2 years, from 2007 to 2009.
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firms with relevant CTs and access to in-house users were preadapted (Cattani, 2006) to disruptive change, and

such preadaptation helped these firms strategically renew themselves by leveraging knowledge across divisions and

thereby improving the critical performance feature of the disruptive CMOS sensors, picture resolution.

Our study bridges the gap between Christensen’s (1997) thesis and its critics (e.g., Henderson, 2006) by distin-

guishing between disruption as a technological change that shares the characteristics identified by Christensen and

Overdorf (2000) and the outcomes of the change at both the technology level (e.g., dinosaurization of CCD sensors)

and the firm level (e.g., dinosaurization or avianization of CCD manufacturers). Our research extends that of Dan-

neels (2004), who notes the importance of firm-level capabilities for surviving disruptive changes. While concurring

with Roy and Sarkar’s (2016) observations that firms need both ability (from prior technological knowledge) and

choice (from credible information provided by in-house users) to be close to the performance frontier during a radi-

cal technological change, our findings suggest that the role of firm-level capabilities is more nuanced than what prior

literature suggests. We find that possession of only upstream technological capabilities (Cattani, 2006) or only down-

stream “emerging marketing orientation” (Govindarajan et al., 2011) is unlikely to help an incumbent avianize itself

during a disruptive change.

Additionally, our research refines Christensen and Overdorf’s (2000) typology. To accomplish this, we rely on

Teece’s insight that systemic innovations—ones that “require significant readjustment to other parts of the system”

and “technological interdependencies” (Teece, 1988, p. 268–269)—depend on the availability of complementary

assets. Indeed Figure 6 of Teece’s paper (Teece, 1986, p. 289) uses the “dependence of innovation on complemen-

tary assets” as one of the two dimensions for analyzing technological innovations. Building on Teece (1986, 1988)

and Christensen (1997), we suggest a third dimension to our Figure 1a (based on Christensen & Overdorf, 2000) to

potentially predict if a disruptive technological change is likely to dinosaurize or avianize an incumbent. This third

dimension builds on Teece’s Figure 6. As shown in our Figure 1b, when possession of relevant CTs and access to in-

house users are available to an incumbent, contrary to Christensen’s predictions, incumbents are likely to avianize

themselves and not become victims of disruption.

However, as shown in our Figure 1c, it is likely that incumbents that face a disruptive change and lack both the

possession of relevant CTs and access to in-house users are unlikely to adapt to the disruptive change. Indeed,

anecdotal evidence from Christensen’s (1997) research about the disrupted firms provides support to our assertion.

For example, Digital lacked the possession of relevant CTs to manufacture computers in “high-volume assembly

lines” (Christensen & Overdorf, 2000, p. 72). Additionally, it also lacked access to in-house users of the disruptive

minicomputer technology. Thus, Digital was in the “dinosaurization”quadrant shown in Figure 1c and failed to over-

come innovator’s dilemma.

While exploring the proactive role of relevant CTs during a disruptive change, we also contribute to several

other streams of literature. Prior relevant experience likely enhanced the absorptive capacity for firms such as Sony

(Cohen & Levinthal, 1989). An alternative, yet complementary, interpretation of our finding is that the absorptive

capacity of firms helps them overcome innovator’s dilemma. Our study also expands the technological change and

evolution literature by suggesting that relevant CTs of firms act as catalysts for creative destruction (Schumpeter,

1942) and strategic renewal (Agarwal & Helfat, 2009). By exploring “innovational complementarities,” our study also

relates Bresnahan and Trajtenberg (1995) to the context of a disruptive change.

By focusing attention on the technological transitions of Sony and Sharp from CCD to CMOS, our article con-

tributes to prior research that explores internalization (Qian et al., 2012) of activities and strengthens the insights

from prior research that diversified firms can identify and transfer knowledge across divisions or units “that lie inside

its broad organizational boundaries” (Miller, Fern, & Cardinal, 2007, p. 310, italics in original). Additionally, we

extend the findings of the corporate entrepreneurship literature (Covin & Miles, 1999) by suggesting specific, firm-

level capabilities can help large, established firms overcome disruptive discontinuities and continue to innovate

(Ahuja & Lampert, 2001; Rosenbloom, 2000). Our article also responds to Shah and Tripsas’ (2007, p. 137) observa-

tion that more research on corporate venturing is required to understand “the process by which user firms might

commercialize innovations originally developed for their own use.”
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Our study also helps advance knowledge on the internal means by which firms can undertake strategic renewal

during technological change (Agarwal & Helfat, 2009). Specifically, our analysis extends research on internal strate-

gic renewal by bridging R&D (Knott & Posen, 2009) and access to relevant CTs and in-house users. Although inter-

nal development strategies have often been criticized for their time-consuming and uncertain process (Dierickx &

Cool, 1989), the mechanism we uncover reduces both trepidations of time and uncertainty in internal development

strategies. Our research, therefore, addresses the concern that large incumbents struggle with obsolescence and

organizational inertia (Christensen, 1997; Dosi, 1982; Rosenkopf & Nerkar, 2001; Tushman & Anderson, 1986).

Finally, by suggesting that firms that avianize themselves have possession of upstream relevant CTs and credi-

ble information about the demand of products made with the new technology, our article parallels Stokes’ (1997)

observation and expands “Pasteur’s quadrant” to the realm of disruptive change.

Despite contributing to different streams of literature, our study has several limitations. One is the boundary

condition of our theory. While restricting ourselves to possession of relevant CTs and a firm’s access to in-house

users, we do not explore the role of CTs that are beyond the boundaries of a firm. This limitation, however, opens

the door for future research. Future research can explore whether upstream CTs (Adner & Kapoor, 2010) possessed

by component suppliers play a similar role during a disruptive change.

Another limitation of our article is that we overlook the response of firms such as Samsung, which diversified

into CMOS manufacturing without either of the firm-level capabilities that we explored. Future research should

explore how Samsung successfully adapted to CMOS manufacturing. It is quite likely, in the cases of Kodak, TI, and

other firms, that in addition to CTs, knowledge of components and product architectures (Henderson & Clark, 1990)

FIGURE 1 (a) Christensen and Overdorf’s (2000) typology. (b) Outcome of disruptive change: avianization of firms.

(c) Outcome of disruptive change: dinosaurization of firms
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and managers’ beliefs (Benner & Tripsas, 2012) shaped their behavior. Our findings open the door for future

research to explore the role of such capabilities in firm avianization. A third limitation of our study is that the CCD

manufacturers who were able to avianize themselves relied on their relevant CTs that were available in-house. Nei-

ther Sony nor Sharp, to the best of our knowledge, sourced any of the CTs discussed earlier from other firms, either

though merger or acquisition. Future research can explore the challenges of acquiring relevant CTs from other firms

and the challenges of utilizing those in new product innovation during a disruptive change.

Finally, although we do not explore the role of entrepreneurial entrants and concentrate on corporate entrepre-

neurship, which is consistent with Christensen’s (1997) research that predicts the behavior of large incumbents,

future research can explore the sources of competitive advantages of entrepreneurial start-up firms within a new

technology when they face diversifying entrants that possess relevant CTs and access to in-house users.11

Despite these limitations, our work is one of the first studies to investigate the role of both relevant CTs and

access to in-house users and suggests that, despite the recent attention to Christensen’s (1997) research, disruptive

technological change does not necessarily imply the failure, or dinosaurization, of firms. Disruptive technological

change may lead a firm to creatively destroy its old technology and avianize itself.
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